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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Aided by advances in sensors and algorithms, systems for localizing
and tracking target objects or events have become ubiquitous in recent years. Most of these systems operate on the principle of fusing
measurements of distance and/or direction to the target made by
a set of spatially distributed observers using sensors that measure
signals such as RF, acoustic, or optical. The computation of the
target’s location is done using multilateration and multiangulation
algorithms, typically running at an aggregation node that, in addition to the distance/direction measurements, also needs to know
the observers’ locations. This presents a privacy risk for an observer
that does not trust the aggregation node or other observers and
could in turn lead to lack of participation. For example, consider a
crowd-sourced sensing system where citizens are required to report
security threats, or a smart car, stranded with a malfunctioning
GPS, sending out localization requests to neighboring cars – in both
cases, observer (i.e., citizens and cars respectively) participation can
be increased by keeping their location private. This paper presents
PrOLoc, a localization system that combines partially homomorphic
encryption with a new way of structuring the localization problem
to enable efficient and accurate computation of a target’s location
without requiring observers to make public their locations or measurements. Moreover, and unlike previously proposed perturbation
based techniques, PrOLoc is also resilient to malicious active false
data injection attacks. We present two realizations of our approach,
provide rigorous theoretical guarantees, and also compare the performance of each against traditional methods. Our experiments on
real hardware demonstrate that PrOLoc yields location estimates
that are accurate while being at least 500× faster than state-of-art
secure function evaluation techniques.

Secure localization, privacy, homomorphic encryption, Paillier cryptosystem
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in localization techniques have enabled a multitude of
services including navigation, targeted advertisements, and locationaware applications. With the growing prevalence of powerful mobile computing devices, techniques for localization both in outdoor
and indoor environments are becoming both more wide-spread
and more varied. Many of these localization techniques depend
on analyzing various observations of a distinct phenomenon or
event—an acoustic chirp, an optical signature, an RF signal, etc—in
order to infer the location of some object or event whose location is
unknown and possibly changing over time. In such scenarios, measured signals are often captured by a number of sensors or observers
and then typically communicated to a centralized computer or an
aggregator for aggregate post-processing and eventually location
estimation. For example, cellular signals from mobile devices can be
measured by base stations to infer the location of the device based
on geometric multilateration, and wireless sensor nodes can use
microphones along with beamforming algorithms to localize the
source of specific acoustic signatures. The final location estimate is
then sent to the interested party who initiated the inquiry.
Information Leakages During Localization: Traditionally,
the infrastructure required to measure and observe the various
signals required for localization—microphones, radios, light sensors, etc.—are treated as non-private entities whose locations and
measurements are either known or easily inferred. Knowing both
the locations and the measurements of these devices is required for
localization, and thus privatizing this information on a centralized
computer has significant consequences on the localization process
itself. While in many cases the privacy of the observers’ locations
and measurements is of little concern—for example WiFi routers
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in a public shopping mall—in other cases publicizing this data can
have serious security implications.
Information leakage typically occurs either when (1) the observers do not belong to the same trust zone. For example, consider
a smart car, that has lost its GPS signal and is sending out requests
for its localization [23]. The neighboring cars (and their owners)
receiving the request may not belong to the same trust zone (e.g.,
defined by members of the same organization) as the smart car,
and thus may not be willing to share their location information
without privacy guarantees. Similarly, in the context of smart cities,
citizens are often required to report safety and maintenance issues
to government authorities. In such settings, it is not uncommon for
citizens to not completely trust each other or the government. (2)
The observers all belong to the same trust zone, but not the cloudbased server that is used to perform the localization. For example,
in a battlefield, soldiers often monitor and report the location of
nearby events. While all the soldiers, of a unit, belong to the same
trust zone, the cloud/aggregator service could be outside this trust
zone and has a risk of being compromised. Therefore, performing
localization while preserving the privacy of the observers is highly
desirable. In fact, from the above examples, we find that observer
data leakage can occur through one of the following ways:
Malicious Aggregators: To perform a joint position estimation,
given the information measured by observers, the observer locations as well as the observations themselves are typically stored at a
remote server. In multilateration and multiangulation systems, for
example, infrastructure positions, ranges, and angles are often communicated to a single device which then performs an optimization
routine in order to arrive at an accurate position estimate of some
target. Upon receiving the sensitive observers’ data, a malicious
aggregator could relay this information to interested third parties
with more nefarious intents. In many scenarios, this information
can be incredibly sensitive—for example, military signal towers
used to locate soldiers in the field, distributed and crowdsourced detection of gunshots or other illicit activities for which the observers
should remain anonymous in order to be protected, etc.
Aggregator Information Leaks: The aggregation and centralization of the observers’ information creates a point of weakness in
traditional systems, where even a trusted aggregator may inadvertently leak sensitive data—e.g. the infamous examples of hackers
gaining root access to the WordPress server [4] and the data breach
of customers’ information on JCPenny servers [2]. Distributing the
estimation of the unknown target location across multiple servers
or across the observers themselves can alleviate this security risk
to some degree, but where distributed processing is infeasible and
in order to eliminate the risk rather than merely reducing it, observer locations and measurements should never be disclosed to a
centralized server.
Challenges in Performing Private Localization: To address
the privacy requirements and prevent leakage of sensitive observer
information, recently researchers have begun to re-imagine localization techniques in a more privacy-aware and privacy-preserving
manner. We identify below several challenges that need to be addressed for any realizable solution:

navigation, tracking gunshots, monitoring objects and so
on).
• Energy-constrained observers: The observers providing the measurements are often energy-constrained miniature devices. Thus, any solution providing strong privacy
guarantees should also be sufficiently efficient in terms of
both computation and communication costs.
• Privacy preserving: while location information is, in general sensitive, there should be protection against passive
adversaries eavesdropping on the protocol messages and
trying to infer sensitive observer information.
• Resilience under active attacks: The privacy guarantees provided by any solution should be resilient to collusion attacks and false data injection attacks from active
adversarial observers. As part of a collusion attack, a group
of observers can collude between themselves and/or with
the aggregator node to reveal the sensitive information
of other participating observers. Similarly, malicious observers can attempt to degrade the performance of the
localization process itself by reporting false noisy measurements to the aggregator node.
This paper presents PrOLoc—a set of novel protocols and algorithms for estimating the location of a given target based on measurements from observers. More specifically, algorithms in PrOLoc
are designed to leverage partially homomorphic encryption techniques in order to calculate a location estimate based on encrypted
range estimates from observers with encrypted locations. The resulting (encrypted) estimate is then communicated to the inquiring
party such that only it can decrypt it and, furthermore, in such a
way that even it cannot infer the private locations or ranges of any
given observer – providing strong privacy and security guarantees.
Our technique by design produces negligible degradation in
localization accuracy. An immediate consequence of this fact is
that we can further augment our technique with residue checking
based schemes to incorporate resilience against active attacks. We
implemented it on a real-time testbed consisting of four observers
to demonstrate its feasibility on energy-constrained devices. In
summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We present PrOLoc—a method for performing localization
of a mobile target based on encrypted measurements from
private observers. PrOLoc leverages the Paillier additive
homomorphic cryptosystem to efficiently estimate target
positions in real time without revealing the locations or
measurements of any given observer.
• We analyze the performance of two localization algorithms
in terms of computational efficiency and privacy preservation: (i) polyhedra-based localization: a partially homomorphic implementation of least squares, range-based localization and (ii) polyhedra-based localization using alternating
projection: a partially homomorphic implementation of an
alternating projection algorithm.
• We evaluate the results of the above secured localization
algorithms using an end-to-end system of real range measurement hardware in a laboratory-scale room, analyzing
both the accuracy and the efficiency of each algorithm for
a scaled representation of a typical deployment.

• Accuracy of localization: The accuracy of the localization process is key for its use in various applications (e.g.,
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localization algorithm in order to calculate the (encrypted)
target location.
• Query Node Q: An untrusted party that has a known
public key pkQ and a hidden private key skQ . The query
node is the only node that is entitled to know the target
location. This query node can be physically the same as
the target, or it can be another entity entirely (other than
the aggregator, in order to preserve privacy).

Figure 1: (left) Communication flow for Aggregator-based
based localization. (right) Trilateration using ranges from
three observers (Si )

2.2

• We provide strong theoretical guarantees regarding observer privacy and resilience for each of the demonstrated
algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as following. Section 2 formulates the definition of the privacy and the resilience. A review on
related work in literature is shown in Section 3. In Section 4, we provide the mathematical preliminaries and basic cryptographic blocks.
The main contributions of this paper are Sections 5 and 6 where we
discuss novel localization algorithms. The resilient privacy-aware
localization is introduced in 7. The proposed algorithms are evaluated using a real-time testbed in Section 8. Finally, we concludes
the paper and show the limitations in Section 9.

2

We focus on both active (false data injection) attacks as well as
passive (privacy-leaking) attacks. That is, we assume that observers
truthfully report their measured distances and that the aggregator
is following the localization algorithms correctly with the exception
that malicious observers may adversarially send false data about
their locations and/or distance to the target.

2.3

Privacy Definitions

We define our privacy notions with the intuition that each entity
involved in the localization algorithm should learn nothing about
the sensitive information possessed by the other entities even if
some of them collude together. However, we note that there exists some immutable privacy leak whenever the query node is
involved. This can be defined as follows:
Immutable privacy leak: After each run of any localization protocol, the query node learns that all observers lie inside a circle
whose center is the target location z T = (x T , yT ) and whose radius
is the maximum sensing range (or RF communication range) of the
observers. With this definition of immutable privacy leaks, we can
define our privacy goals as follows:

PROBLEM SETUP

In what follows, we describe the different entities involved in the
localization process as well as the notions of privacy that our proposed algorithms are interested in achieving.

2.1

Attacker Model

Entities

The localization process involves the following entities:
• Observers (or Sensors) Si : Entities that make some measurement of the target that is then used for localization.
In this paper, these measurements are range estimates,
as shown in Fig. 1 (right). We assume that we have m
observers (sometimes referred to as Sensors or anchors).
Each observer Si (with i being the index of the observer,
i.e. i ∈ {1, . . . , m}) possesses three sensitive data Si =
(x i , yi , di ), where (x i , yi ) ∈ R2 denotes the x-y position
of the ith observer in 2-dimensional space1 and di ∈ R
denotes the measured distance between the observer and
a target T (see below). The objective of the proposed protocols in this paper is to ensure the privacy of all observer
locations (x i , yi ) as well as the distance di .
• Malicious Observers (or Sensors) Si : Adversarial observers who launch false data injection attacks by reporting false observer locations (x i , yi ) and/or false distance
di .
• Target T: A passive entity whose location z T = (x T , yT )
needs to be computed using the sensitive information possessed by the observers.
• Aggregator A: An untrusted party which has a known
public key pkA and a private key skA . Upon receiving
all encrypted information sent by observers, it applies a

• Observer Obliviousness: By the end of multiple runs of
protocol execution, if all but one observers collude—by
exchanging their private values—the coalition should learn
nothing about the remaining observer.
• Aggregator Obliviousness: By the end of multiple runs
of protocol execution, if the aggregator A colludes with all
observers but one, the coalition learns nothing about the
remaining observer.
• Non-colluding Aggregator Obliviousness: A protocol
satisfies the non-colluding aggregator obliviousness property if after multiple runs of the protocol the aggregator A
learns nothing about the observers’ sensitive information.
• Query Node Obliviousness: By the end of multiple runs
of protocol execution, if the query node Q colludes with
all observers but one, the coalition learns nothing about
the remaining observer other than what is implied by the
immutable privacy leak.
The traditional privacy notion of a “zero knowledge protocol” [18]
considers a protocol secure if the adversarial agents do not leak
any information other than what is implied by the final output
(the computed target location obtained by the Query node in our
problem). It is crucial to note that the previous privacy definitions
ask for more stringent requirements in the sense that they require
that even the final output should not leak any information about
the sensitive information.

1 For

the sake of simplicity we focus on localization in 2-dimensional space, although
the described algorithms can be naturally extended to localization of objects in 3dimensional space.
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Note that in all the previous privacy notions the aggregator A
and query node Q are not allowed to combine their respective
data in any malicious manner to infer more about the observers.
This constraint is implicitly assumed in many privacy-preserving
techniques like differential privacy in which a malicious aggregator which does not corrupt the data correctly lead to hindering
the privacy of the system. In practice, such constraint is implemented by natural division of labor. Examples of which appears
in multi-institution financial data analysis where an organization
aggregates sensitive financial data gathered from multiple competing financial intuitions and trusted not to collude with any of
them [5]. Because of this natural division of labor and this very
typical publish-subscribe model, we can safely assume for the sake
of this paper that the two parties—querier and aggregator—operate
under different authorities and are disallowed to collude

2.4

privacy for location data. However, to achieve these guarantees in
a distributed setting without a trusted aggregator, each observer
needs to add noise to make their own data differentially private. This
results in an aggregated noise that far exceeds the required amount
to ensure differential privacy for the aggregated result, severely
degrading the accuracy of the localization result and making it
unsuitable for use in critical systems.
To overcome the addition of excessive noise, a combination of
homomorphic encryption strategies with distributed noise generation have been proposed. In [32], each observer generated his
share of the aggregate noise required for differential privacy [14]
and sent encrypted, obfuscated data to the aggregator. Similarly
in [32], homomorphic encryption is used to secure shared data and
the encryption key is generated using the current iteration number
and the originally established key. Differential privacy of the aggregated data is established using noise drawn from a symmetric
geometric distribution. The above techniques are specifically designed for simple aggregation (mean computation) using collected
data whereas in our case the localization process requires more
sophisticated operations making these noise generation strategies
inapplicable.

Utility and Performance Measures

The accuracy of localization is the key for its use in mission-critical
systems. In addition, the observer nodes are often energy-constrained
sensors. To accommodate the above practical constraints while still
maintaining the desired privacy and resilience level we define the
following utility metrics:
• Localization Error: is defined as the distance between
the actual target location (ground truth) and the calculated
(or estimated) target location.
• Execution Time: is defined as the time needed by the
aggregator to fuse the measurements and produce the final
estimate of the target.
• Observer Communication Cost: is defined as the total
number of bits sent and received by all observers.

2.5

3.2

A multi-party computation protocol is secure if no information
about the private data held by the parties can be inferred from
the messages exchanged during the execution of the protocol. The
only information that can be inferred about the private data is that
which could be inferred from the output of the overall function
alone [27, 38]. This makes secure multiparty computation (SMC)
an excellent candidate for secure aggregation without requiring
an aggregator. A comparative study on using SMC for secure
aggregation can be found in [19] where again the aggregation of the data is limited to performing summation operations, which, as noted before, is insufficient for localization
purposes. Furthermore, Yao’s work on garbled circuits [38], has
resulted in the construction of general-purpose SMC circuits [22],
that can compute any arbitrary polynomial function over encrypted
data. However, these general-purpose black box techniques, are not
only complicated to implement but also very slow – requiring multiple rounds of message exchanges – and significantly increasing the
communication cost of the observer. We made these observations
not only from our own experimentation with these techniques and
similar conclusions have also been noted in [31].

Resilience Definition

Under a strict minority of malicious active adversaries, we define
resilience as negligible increase in the overall localization error compared to when the no active adversaries are present. The increased
communication cost and execution time, incurred to achieve protocol resilience should also be negligible.
We now provide a brief overview of prior work and comment
on the suitability of existing techniques to our problem setting.

3

COMPARISON TO PRIOR WORK

A closely related problem to localization with private observations
is that of secure data aggregation either in a distributed setting or
in the presence of an untrusted aggregator. We classify the various
techniques that have been proposed for the above problem into
two broad categories and discuss why they are not suitable for our
problem setting.

3.1

Secure Multi-Party Computation

3.3

Differential Privacy Techniques

Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE)

FHE [16] has recently been used for countering server-side information leakages. Over the past few years, significant work (in the
form of an FHE library [17]) has gone into making it practical, and
it has been used for computationally expensive tasks over genome
data [25] and recently for classification over encrypted data [7].
Also, prior work achieves less than a second per simple operation
[11]. However, the resulting scheme is still impractical for real-time
localization services owing to high latencies [37] as reported in our
experiments in Section 8.

These techniques rely on the addition of structured noise to the
data before sharing with the aggregator such that the aggregate
data preserves the privacy of each individual datum. Differential
privacy [12, 13] provides rigorous privacy guarantee by requiring
the output of the aggregator to not change significantly even if
an observer has opted out of the data collection. More recently,
variant schemes such as local differential privacy [36] and GeoIndistinguishability [6] have been designed to ensure differential
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3.4

compute M ⊗ xpk as:

Privacy Through Selective Obfuscation

One common technique to preserve privacy is through obfuscation
via addition of noise to specific dimensions of sensor signal such
that, when aggregated, the noise cancels out (i.e. sums to zero)
in the dimension of interest. Specifically in the context of localization, such intermediate data obfuscation has been formulated
in [28, 33], where each node generates random noise which is then
added to its private input. Unfortunately, this technique assumes a
non-adversarial setup where the observer nodes are always fully
compliant and follow the designed localization protocol. However,
in case of adversarial nodes that do not add the right amount of
noise, and/or colluding nodes that reveal their noise values, the
localization accuracy and the privacy guarantees can be significantly degraded, violating our model requirements (as defined in
Section 2.2).

3.5

⎡ M(1, 1) ⊗ x(1)pk ⊕ . . . ⊕ M(1, n) ⊗ x(n)pk ⎤
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
..
M ⊗ xpk = ⎢
⎥
.
⎥
⎢
⎢M(n, 1) ⊗ x(1) ⊕ . . . ⊕ M(n, n) ⊗ x(n) ⎥
pk
pk ⎦
⎣
where, with some abuse of notation, we used ⊗ in M ⊗ xpk to
denote the multiplication of a plaintext matrix M with an encrypted
vector xpk . The security guarantees of the Paillier cryptosystem
rely on a standard cryptographic assumption named Decisional
Composite Residuosity (DCR) [30].

4.3

The second basic block of our protocols is comparison over encrypted data. In this protocol, if party A has a set of encrypted data
a 1 pkB , . . . , am pkB encrypted using the Paillier cryptosystem
using B’s public key, then by the end of this protocol, entity B
knows the index of the maximum (or minimum) value, i.e. B learns
arg max{a 1 , . . . , am }, and nothing else whenever both A and B are
honest-but-curious. Different instantiations of this protocol are
proposed in literature and are either based on data obfuscation [7]
or on Garbled Circuits [20]. We call this secure comparison protocol
SecCompare(a 1 pkB , . . . , am pkB ).

Secure localization

Secure localization in case of non-coordinated attacks, where compromised nodes independently modify the measured distance to
prevent accurate localization of the target, was presented in [15].
Similarly, SeRLoc [26] demonstrated defense mechanisms against
wormhole [21] and Sybil attacks [10]. Secure RSS-based localization was introduced in [9] and a scheme for secure Time-of-Arrival
based localization was presented in [34]. However, the above techniques did not in particular consider the privacy of the observers
participating in the localization process.

4.4

Traditional Least Squares Localization

The objective of any localization algorithm is to calculate a target’s
position, denoted by (x T , yT ), using all information provided by the
sensors S. One common method of predicting the target position is
by using range estimates between sensors and target to constrain
the target’s position on a 2D plane. Towards this end, we consider
the geometric multilateration method which calculates the target
location based on the geometry imposed by sensor-target range
estimates which can be casted as the solution of the following least
squares optimization problem:

4 PRELIMINARIES
4.1 Mathematical Notation
We denote by R, Z the set of real numbers and integers, respectively.
For a vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ Rn , we denote by x(i) the ith
element of the vector. Similarly, for a matrix A ∈ Rn×n we denote
by A(i) ∈ R1×n the ith row of the matrix A. We also denote by
AT and A−1 the transpose and the inverse of the matrix A ∈ Rn×n .
n
Finally, we denote by
x  2 the 2-norm of the vector x ∈ R which
n
2
is equal to x  2 =
i=1 x(i) .

4.2

Secure Comparison Protocol

(x̂ T , ŷT ) = arg

min

ẑ T =(x̂ T, ŷT )∈R2

ASẑ T − bS  22

(1)

⎡ 2(x 2 − x 1 ) 2(y2 − y1 ) ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
..
..
AS = ⎢
⎥,
.
.
⎢
⎥
⎢2(x − x ) 2(y − y )⎥
1
m
1 ⎦
⎣ m
⎡ x 22 + y22 − d 22 − (x 12 + y12 − d 12 ) ⎤
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
..
bS = ⎢
⎥.
.
⎥
⎢
⎢x 2 + y 2 − d 2 − (x 2 + y 2 − d 2 )⎥
⎣ m
m
m
1
1
1 ⎦

Paillier homomorphic cryptosystem

Our protocols make heavy use of a particular homomorphic cryptosystem named Paillier additive homomorphic cryptosystem [30].
This is a probabilistic public key cryptography scheme that allows
two important operations, namely (i) addition of two encrypted values and (ii) multiplication of an encrypted value by a plaintext value.
That is, if we denote by apk the encryption of a using the public
key pk then the Paillier cryptosystem supports two operations ⊕
(and accordingly ) and ⊗ such that:

Note that we use the subscript S in AS , bS to emphasize the fact
that both the matrix AS as well the vector bS depend on the (potentially sensitive) sensors’ information S. This will play a vital role
in designing our algorithms as we will show in the next Section.
The minimum of this optimization function (and hence the target
location) can be obtained as:

Decryptsk (apk ⊕ bpk ) = Decryptsk (a + bpk ) = a + b
Decryptsk (a ⊗ bpk ) = Decryptsk (a × bpk ) = a × b

(x̂ T , ŷT ) = (ATS AS )−1ATS bS

where sk is the private key associated with the public key pk. Note
that these two properties can be generalized to perform multiplication between a plaintext matrix and a vector of encrypted variables.
That is given a vector x ∈ Zn and a matrix M ∈ Zn×n , we can

(2)

Calculating the target location using (2) requires both multiplication and addition of sensitive information. While this cannot be
implemented directly using only additive homomorphic encryption
like Paillier algorithm, it can be implemented using other Secure
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Figure 2: Discretizing the circle as a polyhedron
Figure 3: Polyhedron discretization of range circle under
translation and scaling (varying bi and fixed ai ).
Function Evaluation (SFE) techniques like Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) [16], Garbled Circuits (GC) [22], or hybrid SFE (partial homomorphic encryption + Garbled circuits) [20]. As shown by
our experiments (Section 8) and other researchers’ work, FHE is still
far from being useful, and GC and hybrid SFE requires large number of communication rounds between observers and aggregator
which violate our utility measure (observer communication cost).
Rethinking the optimization problem (1) from a privacy point of
view, we introduce in the next two sections new formulations of the
localization optimization problem that can be implemented using
only partial homomorphic encryption (e.g. Pailliaer cryptosystem)
and do need a large number of communication rounds.

5

using their unit normal vectors and offsets as:
⎡aT ⎤
⎡b 1 ⎤
⎢ 1⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ . ⎥
⎢.⎥
P = {z = (x, y) |Az ≤ b} where A = ⎢⎢ .. ⎥⎥ , b = ⎢ .. ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ T⎥
⎢b ⎥
⎢a f ⎥
⎣ f⎦
⎣ ⎦
Since any polyhedron is parameterized by the matrix A and the vector b, we use the following shorthand notation: P(A, b). An intrinsic characteristic of polyhedra is the following: For a polyhedron
P(A, b), the matrix A (which is the collection of the normal
vectors of the facets) represents only the shape of the polyhedron, specifying neither the location nor the scale of the
polyhedron. Figure 3 shows an example of this geometric fact. In
Figure 3 we show two different polyhedra that have exactly the
same matrix A (same normal vectors to facets) but different b vectors. These two polyhedra have different locations and sizes as well.
Hence, we use the notation Ai and bSi to denote the polyhedron
constructed by the ith observer where the subscript Si in bSi is
used to stress the fact that the sensitive information of the observer
is encoded inside the vector bSi and not in the matrix Ai .
Given a set of polyhedra from different observers, our objective
is to fuse them in order to calculate the target location. We note
that the target lies in the intersection of all of the m polyhedra constructed by observers. This intersection creates another polyhedron
(denoted by PT ) that can be represented as the intersection of all
facets of all the m polyhedra. That is:

THE POLYHEDRA-BASED LOCALIZATION
ALGORITHM

In this section, we introduce our first contribution of this paper: a
re-formalization of the localization algorithm which requires only
additive homomorphic encryption rather than fully homomorphic
encryption or garbled circuits. Additionally, this re-formalization
preserves the strong privacy guarantees. We call this localization
algorithm polyhedra based localization, and we describe it in detail
in this section. We focus in this section on the case when no false
data injection attack is present and concentrate only on the problem
estimating the location of the target node in a privacy-preserving
manner. In Section 7, we show how to augment the proposed
privacy preserving protocols to achieve resilience against false data
injection attacks.

⎡ A1 ⎤
⎡ b S1 ⎤
⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎢ . ⎥
⎢ . ⎥
PT = {z = (x, y) ∈ R | Az ≤ b S } where A = ⎢ .. ⎥ , b S = ⎢ .. ⎥
⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎢A ⎥
⎢b ⎥
⎣ m⎦
⎣ Sm ⎦
Since the target location lies inside the polyhedron PT , we can
calculate the target location by solving the following optimization
problem:
2

5.1

Polyhedra Based Localization

The intuition behind the polyhedra based localization algorithm is
as follows. Traditional geometry-based localization methods like
the least squares approach discussed above treat range measurements as an estimate that the target T lies on some circle whose
radius is equal to the estimated distance and whose center is the
coordinate of the sensor. In essence, communicating this constraint
requires communicating both radius (di ) and center (x Si , ySi ), exposing sensitive information about the sensors themselves. Rather
than parameterizing the sensing range as a circle, we seek another
parameterization that can still represent the estimated range without sacrificing sensor privacy. Towards this end, we propose using
polyhedra to represent the sensed range. As shown in Figure 2, we
can obtain such polyhedra by randomly sampling the circumference
of the circle representing the measured range. Recall that a polyhedron is the intersection of f halfspaces and can be represented

(x̂ T , ŷT ) = arg

min

(x̂ T, ŷT )∈R2

Aẑ T − b S

2
2

(3)

Such a solution can be calculated as:
T

(x̂ T , ŷT ) = A A

−1 T

A bS

(4)

The major difference between the solution (4) in the polyhedrabased algorithm and the corresponding one in the standard least
squares one (2) is the fact that the matrix A does not hold any sensitive information and hence can be communicated as plaintext
compared to the necessity of encrypting the matrix AS in the standard least squares algorithm. Hence, by reducing the encryption
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requirement to only encrypting the vector b S , our polyhedra-based
algorithm is able to use additive homomorphism rather than full
homomorphism. This in turn results in a much more efficient algorithm in terms of execution time as reflected by the experimental
results shown in Section 8. The details of the protocol are given in
the next subsection.

5.2

Theorem 5.1. Assume that all entities are honest-butcurious and under standard cryptographic assumptions
(namely the Decisional Composite Residuosity (DCRA) assumption), the Poly-LSQ localization protocol ensures (i)
observer obliviousness, (ii) aggregator obliviousness, and (iii)
query node obliviousness.

Poly-LSQ: Polyhedra-based Least
Squares Localization

For space constraints we omit the formal proof of the previous
theorem and provide below a brief sketch of the proof.
Proof sketch: In this protocol, the observer and aggregator obliviousness follow from the data being double encrypted by the public
keys pkQ and pkA . The query node obliviousness follows from the
following facts (1) revealing the A matrix does not lead to any privacy leakage as shown before (2) there exist infinitely many values
for the observer sensitive information that leads to the same final
−1 T
T
target estimate. Algebraically, let H = A A
A ∈ R2×mf and

5.2.1 Poly-LSQ.Encrypt. Since we assume that the shape of
each polyhedron is fixed, we can assume without loss of generality
that the matrix A is known to all parties and is not required to be
communicated. Hence, we focus on encrypting the vectors b Si for
all sensors i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. For each facet, the ith observer encrypts
the corresponding offset vector b Si using the public key of the query
node pkQ followed by another encryption using the public key of
the aggregator pkA resulting in the following message content:
msдi = (b Si pkQ pkA )

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}

note that the relation between the released target location ẑ T ∈ R2
and the sensitive information b S ∈ Rmf is captured by the following linear equations ẑ T = Hb S . Assume without loss of generality
that the query node colludes with the observers S1 , . . . , Sm−1 in
order to get the vector b S\Sm . We can then repartition the matrix
H into two parts H  ∈ R2×(m−1)f and H  ∈ R2×f such that:

(5)

Note that the purpose of the second encryption is to prevent the
query node from accessing b Si pkQ which it could then decrypt
using its own private key skQ . Hence, this second encryption does
not need to be carried out using a homomorphic cryptosystem but
rather any public key cryptosystem. For sake of simplicity, and
since the Paillier cryptosystem is indeed a public key cryptosystem,
we use the same notation for this second encryption.

ẑ T = H b S\Sm + H b Sm ⇔ y = H b Sm
where y = ẑ T − H b S\Sm is the vector of all information that the
coalition posses. It follows from the dimension of the matrix H 
that the vector y has 2 elements while the vector of the unknowns
b Sm has f unknowns. Therefore, for the worst case when f is equal
to 3 (the minimal number of facets that can be used to construct a
polyhedra), then we have unknown variables more than the number
of equations. Therefore there exists infinitely many solutions to the
equation y = H b Sm and we conclude the privacy of the proposed
algorithm.

5.2.2 Poly-LSQ.Aggregate. Once all observers have sent their
messages to the aggregator A, the aggregator constructs the matrix
Ã by stacking all the matrices A together. Similarly, it uses its
secret key skA to decrypt b Si pkQ pkA and constructs the vector
b S pkQ , i.e.,
⎡ A1 ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ . ⎥
A = ⎢ .. ⎥ ,
⎢ ⎥
⎢A ⎥
⎣ m⎦

⎡ b S pk , ⎤
⎢ 1 Q ⎥
⎢
⎥
..
⎥
b S pkQ = ⎢⎢
⎥
.
⎢
⎥
⎢b S pk ⎥
⎣ m Q⎦

5.3

In the next step, A computes the encrypted value of the target
estimate (x̂ T , ŷT ) as:
T

(x̂ T , ŷT ) = A A

Geometric Dilution Of Precision

Geometric Dilution Of Precision (GDOP) refers to the degradation
of the localization performance (measured by the error between
the actual target location and the calculated one) due to geometrical arrangement amongst the range vectors between the receiver
and the observers. This phenomenon is widely observed in many
localization systems including GPS-based localization depending
on the geometric positioning of GPS satellites (which represent
the observers in our problem setup) compared to the actual target
position [24]. Our experiments shown in Section 8 reveal that the
proposed polyhedra-based least squares algorithm is sensitive to
geometric positioning of observers. To better illustrate the sensitivity to the observers’ geometric configuration, Figures 4(a) and
4(b) show two cases where the observers’ locations are fixed while
the target location is (i) inside the convex hull of the observers
(Figure 4(a)) and (ii) outside the convex hull of the observers (Figure 4(b)). In each case, we plot the entire intersection polyhedron
as well as the value of the objective function over the entire space.
As shown in Figure 4(a), the center of the intersecting polyhedron
PT lies exactly at the target location and hence the minimum of
the objective function also lies at the target location. On the other

−1 T

A ⊗ b S pkQ

Thanks to the polyhedra representation, the matrix A is plainT
T
text and hence the matrix (A A)−1A is computed on plaintext before using Paillier algorithm to multiply it by the encrypted vector b S pkQ .
5.2.3 Poly-LSQ.Decrypt. Finally, the aggregator A sends the
computed estimate ẑ T pkQ to the query node Q. The query node
decrypts the message using its private key skQ to retrieve the final
estimate ẑ T .
5.2.4 Privacy Analysis of the Poly-LSQ Protocol. Finally, we can
show that the proposed Poly-LSQ protocol satisfies the strong privacy notions. This is summarized in the following theorem.
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 5: Several iterations of the alternating projection algorithm for different geometric configurations—a target inside (left) and outside (right) the observers’ convex hull—
showing the resilience of the polyhedra-based alternating
projection to the geometric dilution of precision.

Figure 4: Different geometric configurations showing the
size of the intersecting polyhedron and hence the geometric dilution of precision of the Poly-LSQ protocol. We plot
two cases (a) a target located at x = 5, y = 5 within the observers’ convex hull and (b) a target located at x = 15, y = 5
outside the observers’ convex hull.

the convex hull of the observers and (ii) the target is outside the
convex hull of the observers.

hand, when the target location is outside the convex hull of the
observers, the center of the intersecting polyhedron PT is away
from the target location and similarly the minimum of the objective
function. We give a more exhaustive experimental result showing
the performance degradation in terms of localization accuracy for
different observer/target configurations in Section 8. The objective
of the algorithm discussed in the following section is to handle this
degradation in performance.

6

6.2

To complete the description of this algorithm, we need to show
how the projection onto the boundary of a polyhedron can be
computed. In this subsection, we describe how such a projection
can be computed in plaintext. In the next subsection, we discuss
how such an algorithm can be implemented in a privacy-preserving
manner using additive homomorphic encryption.
The exact projection of a point ẑ onto the boundary of a polyhedron P(A, b) can be computed using iterative methods that can
be time consuming. To reduce this additional computation time,
we rely on a light-weight heuristic for projection onto the boundary of each polyhedron which can be efficiently implemented later
using homomorphic encryption while retaining good localization
performance (as supported by the real-time experiments shown
in Section 8). The proposed heuristic works as follows. Given a
point ẑ and a polyhedron P(A, b), we start by calculating the orthogonal distance between the point ẑ and all the facets. This can
be calculated as follows:

THE POLYHEDRA-BASED LOCALIZATION
ALGORITHM: ALTERNATING PROJECTION
APPROACH

The alternating projection algorithm is a method for finding a point
in the intersection of multiple convex sets (e.g. polyhedra). It was
initially proposed by John von Neumann [35] for the case when the
convex sets are hyperplanes and then extended by Dykstra for the
general case of any convex set [8]. Given convex sets, the algorithm
is guaranteed to converge to a point that minimizes the distance to
all convex sets. In this section, we show how to use the alternating
projection approach to reduce the degradation in performance due
to the geometric dilution of precision.

6.1

Projection Onto boundary of a Polyhedron

|aTj ẑ − b j |

a j = A(j)T , b j = b(j), j ∈ {1, . . . , f }
aj 2
The next step is to compare the values of all the distances r j to
select the correct (minimum distance) facet j ∗ . Finally, we compute
the projection of ẑ onto the j ∗ facet as follows:


⎡
⎤ 
⎤
⎡
⎧
⎪
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎪

⎪ ⎢ b ∗ ⎥ + 1 0 − a j ∗ aT∗
⎢ b ∗ ⎥
⎪
ẑ
−

⎪
⎢ j ⎥
⎢ j ⎥
j
⎪
0 1
⎪
⎢
⎥
⎢ a j ∗ (2) ⎥
⎪

⎪ ⎣ a j ∗ (2) ⎦
⎦
⎣
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
if a j ∗ (2)  0
(6)
ẑ Π = ⎡ b ∗ ⎤  


⎡ bj∗ ⎤
⎪
⎪⎢ j ⎥
⎢
⎥
1 0

⎪
T
∗ (1) ⎥
∗
a
a
(1)
⎪
⎢
⎢
⎥
j
j
⎪
ẑ − ⎢
⎪
⎢
⎥ + 0 1 − aj∗aj∗
⎥
⎪
⎪
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎪

⎪
⎣
⎣
⎦
⎦
⎪
⎪
otherwise
⎩
rj =

Localization Using the Alternating
Projection Algorithm

Rethinking the polyhedra-based localization algorithm shown in
the previous section, we can formulate the localization problem
to that of finding a point that lies on the boundary of the intersection of all polyhedra generated by observers. Such an algorithm
can be applied as follows. Starting from any arbitrary initial estiT
(0)
mate, e.g. ẑ T = 0 0 , we start by projecting this estimate onto
the boundary of the polyhedron P1 (A1 , bS1 ) generated by the first
observer followed by a projection onto the boundary of the polyhedron P2 (A2 , bS2 ) and so on until we project onto all m polyhedra.
By repeating the previous sequence of projections until we reach
the maximum number of iterations, the alternating projection algorithm guarantees that the estimate converges to the target location.
An example of the sequence of points generated by this algorithm
is shown in Figure 5 for the two cases when (i) the target is inside

6.3

Poly-AP: Polyhedra-Based Alternating
Projection Protocol

The Poly-AP.Encrypt and Poly-AP.Decrypt algorithms are similar to the Poly-LSQ protocol. Hence, we focus here on the Poly-AP.
Aggregate algorithm as follows.
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The protocol starts by query node Q generating a uniformly ran(0)
dom initial estimate ẑ T , encrypting this estimate using its public

Theorem 6.1. Assume that all entities are honest-butcurious and under standard cryptographic assumptions
(namely the Decisional Composite Residuosity (DCRA) assumption), the Poly-AP localization algorithm ensures (i)
observer obliviousness, (ii) non-colluding aggregator obliviousness, and (iii) query node obliviousness.

(0)

key, and then sending ẑ T pkQ back to the aggregator A. It is
crucial for the privacy of the Poly-AP that the initial estimate is not
known to the aggregator A. Upon receiving all messages from the
observers and the initial state from the query node, the aggregator
performs a projection onto the boundary of the polyhedron of the
first observer followed by the second observer and so forth until
reaching the maximum number of iterations.
The basic block of the alternating projection algorithm is to compute the distance between ẑpkQ and all the facets of a given polyhedron P(A, bpkQ ) and then to perform a comparison between
these distances. Thanks to the polyhedron-based representation
chosen in the previous section, we can use additive homomorphism
to compute the encrypted version of the distances as follows. First
note that the A matrix is revealed to all parties in plain text. Hence,
the observer computes the factor a1 in plain text followed by:
 j 2
r j pkQ =

1
⊗ (aTj ⊗ ẑpkQ  b j pkQ )
aj 2

7

RESILIENT PRIVACY-AWARE
LOCALIZATION

In previous sections, we focused primarily on one aspect of the
problem, namely privacy-preserving localization. In this section, we
demonstrate how the previously proposed algorithms can be augmented to achieve resilience as well. We base our resilience scheme
on prior work on residue checking over noisy measurements [29],
that was developed for the general case of secure estimation from
heterogeneous sensors under false data injection attacks. In our
scheme, location error (or residue) is computed using measurements
from subsets of observers and compared against the maximum allowable residue. The subset of observers with the minimum residue
is selected. A sufficient and necessary condition for this residue
checking scheme to work is that the maximum number of malicious
observers is m−3
[29]. While performing residue checking over
2
subsets of observers is a combinatorial process, it was shown that
using combinatorial search methods like satisfiability (SAT) solvers
in conjunction with estimation methods leads to significant reduction in search time [29]. Indeed, such residue checking scheme does
not work unless the localization error is bounded. Thanks to the
polyhedra based localization algorithms discussed previously, and
unlike differential privacy and other data corruption based privacy
techniques, this condition comes for free from the construction of
the protocol.
To augment the polyhedra based localization algorithms with
the residue checking scheme, the aggregator follows the same steps
discussed before to compute the location estimate ẑ T pkQ from

(7)

To compute the absolute value r j pkQ we need to check the sign
of r j pkQ (by comparing the value of r j pkQ to zero) and multiplying by −1 accordingly. Unfortunately, additive homomorphic
encryption does not preserve order, so such comparisons cannot be
directly computed. Therefore we rely on the the secure comparison
protocol (introduced in Section 4.3) to perform comparison between
r j pkQ and 0pkQ as follows.
Absolute Value Computation Protocol: Based on a random
coin flip, the aggregator issues a call to the query node using either
a SecCompare(r j pkQ , 0pkQ ) or a SecCompare(0pkQ , r j pkQ )
followed by sending the following encrypted values r j pkQ pkA
and 0pkQ pkA using the same order used in the call of SecCompare.
Once the query node computes the index of the argument with the
maximum value, instead of returning this index it assigns the variables maxArд and minArд to r j pkQ pkA and 0pkQ pkA according to its knowledge of which argument has the maximum value.
Finally, the query node returns |r j |pkQ pkA = maxArд  minArд
to the aggregator. Once the aggregator retrieves the absolute value
from the query node, it decrypts it using its own private key and
the rest of the alternating projection algorithm follows accordingly.
The correctness of the absolute value computation protocol is trivial
and follows from the fact that one of the arguments is zero and
hence does not affect the value of the addition.
The next step is to compare the values of |r j |pkQ for all the
facets j ∈ {1, . . . , f }. Similarly, this can be done by relying on the
secure comparison protocol. Once the correct facet j ∗ is known, the
final step is to compute the projection itself. Again thanks to the
polyhedron representation and the fact that the A matrix does not
need to be encrypted, the projection ẑ Π pkQ can be performed
by applying additive homomorphism to (6). The privacy of the
proposed algorithm can be summarized as follows.

all different subsets of m − m−3
observers. The next step is to
2
compute the associated residual ξ pkQ = Aẑ T pkQ − b S pkQ 
where . denotes the sum of absolute values. Thanks to polyhedra based representation, this residue can be computed using
additive homomorphic encryption along with the absolute value
protocol discussed before. Once all the residuals from all subsets of
observers are calculated, the next step is to compare them to choose
the minimum residue. This can be done by invoking the secure comparison protocol SecCompare(ξ 1 pkQ , . . . , ξh pkQ ) where h is the
number of observer subsets. Finally, the location estimate ẑ T pkQ
corresponding to the subset of observers that produce the smallest
residue is then sent to the query node for decryption. We call these
algorithms resilient Poly-LSQ and resilient Poly-AP, respectively.
It is essential to note that by the end of the protocol, the query
node learns only the location estimates produced by only one subset
of observers (not all location estimates from all subsets of observers).
Then, following the same algebraic construction shown in the proof
of Theorem 5.1, we conclude that the resilience scheme described
above does not leak any additional information and we conclude
with the following result.
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Figure 7: Ranging test bed configuration with four anchor
nodes and one target node.

Figure 6: (a) Custom ranging anchor circuit board, (b)
ceiling-mounted anchor node, and (c) mobile ranging target.

of changing their transmit power dynamically without detrimental
effects on ranging estimates, further obfuscating their location [3].
Theorem 7.1. Assume that the number of malicious observers does not exceed m−3
and under standard cryp2
tographic assumptions (namely the Decisional Composite
Residuosity (DCRA) assumption), the resilient Poly-LSQ and
resilient Poly-AP localization protocol produce resilient location estimates of the target while satisfying the same privacy
guarantees in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 6.1, respectively.

8

8.1

Experiment 1: Execution Time

Execution time at Observers: At the observer side, execution is
dominated by preparing the A matrix and encrypting the b vector.
The execution time on the observers is shown in Figure 8(a), as a
function of range circle samples. For 80 samples, as used in our
experiments, execution time on the observers is below 250 ms.
Execution time at Aggregator: The number of alternating projection iterations has a large effect on the overall execution time
at the aggregator side. Figure 8(b) shows that, while Poly-LSQ
has a constant execution time of around 100 ms on the aggregator,
Poly-AP has a linear dependency on the number of iterations, with
4 iterations requiring around 1200 ms on the aggregator. Finally, an
increased number of samples of the ranging circle also causes an increased execution time on the Aggregator, with Poly-LSQ showing
an execution time of under 100 ms for 80 samples while Poly-AP
shows an execution time of around 1800 ms for 80 samples. While
the Poly-AP algorithm requires considerably more computation
than Poly-LSQ, it can still be executed in real time on commodity
hardware.
Next, we compare the execution time of the proposed protocols against two secure function evaluation schemes, namely (1)
Fully Homomorphic Encryption [16] and (2) Garbled Circuits (implemented using the TASTY tool [20]). As shown in Figure 8(c),
thanks to the polyhedra representation both the proposed PolyLSQ and Poly-AP outperform the other algorithms by at least an
order of magnitude. Moreover, and as expected, the FHE implementation is far away from being practical as it requires more than
4.3 hours to calculate the estimate of the target when measurements are available from only 3 observers. The Garbled Circuits
scales better compared to FHE, however even for a small number
of observers it requires multiple minutes of computation (on both
observers and aggregator) to compute the target position. On the
other hand, the execution time of the proposed Poly-LSQ is in the
range of hundreds of milliseconds. These results show how our
proposed protocols are better suited to real-time implementations
of privacy-aware localization systems.

RESULTS

In this section, we report the experimental results for a full, endto-end analysis using the proposed protocols. We used the Paillier
cryptosystem and the Java BigInteger library with full floating point
support. Both the Aggregator and Querier are implemented on
Macbook Pro laptops with Intel(R) Core i7-4870HQ CPUs @2.5GHz.
We validated our proposed secure localization method using custom
ranging hardware in an 8 × 10 × 2.4 m2 room with four anchor
(observer) nodes capable of symmetric double-sided time of flight
range measurements and one mobile (target) node of unknown
location as illustrated in Figure 7. The target node was constrained
to motion on a fixed z plane, allowing the problem to be reduced to
localization in R2 . All experiments are performed while both fixed
and moving obstacles are present in the room.
Anchor Ranging Hardware: The anchor nodes used in the following experiments consist of custom-built circuit boards equipped
with ARM Cortex M4 processors at 196 MHz communicating to
Decawave DW1000 ultra-wideband radios as shown in Figure 6.
Each anchor node listens for incoming range messages from a target
node and, upon reception, begins a symmetric double-sided ranging
sequence. After completing a range sequence, each anchor communicates the range estimate to an Android Nexus 5 smartphone to
perform the secure communication to the Aggregator localization
server. In effect, the Nexus 5 and custom ranging hardware serve
together as a single cohesive observer node.
Mobile Target Ranging Hardware Battery-powered mobile
nodes also with ARM Cortex M4 processors based on the CrazyFlie
2.0 helicopter [1] and equipped with the very same DW1000 radio.
This allows for compatibility in the double-sided ranging technique
used.
It is important to note that the transmit power of the anchors is
not known by external parties a priori so that the target nodes or
any other eavesdropping node cannot determine precisely where
the anchor nodes are. Furthermore, the anchor nodes are capable

8.2

Experiment 2: Localization error

Effect of Number of Polyhedra Facets: We start by studying
the effect of increasing the number of facets used to represent
the polyhedra for each observer. Unlike Poly-LSQ, the alternating
projection algorithm benefits greatly from increased polyhedra
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Figure 8: Execution time Analysis
facets (circle samples). This is shown in Figure 9(a) where Poly-AP
has converged to very high accuracy localization results after 10-20
polyhedra facets.
Resilience Against GDOP: We evaluated 40 test points in the
8 × 10 m room using each of the described localization protocols.
Each range ‘circle’ is sampled 80 times to make the polyhedra used
in Poly-LSQ and Poly-AP, and the number of iterations for the
Poly-AP protocol is fixed at 4. Figure 9(b) shows the localization
errors at each test point, where point IDs {1, . . . , 14} are within
the polytope (convex-hull) formed by the edges connecting each
anchor, and point IDs {15, . . . , 40} are outside. The localization
error is calculated as the mean squared error between the location
estimate and the ground truth location. As seen in Figure 9(b), The
Poly-LSQ protocol shows the highest error, with excessive errors
when the target is outside the anchors’ convexhull due to the GDOP
which is described in Subsection 5.3. The Poly-AP protocol provides
good localization results compared to the traditional (unsecured) localization algorithm. Table 1 summarizes the average and standard
deviation of the localization errors for the three protocols. Most importantly, the Poly-AP algorithm closely matches the performance
of the state-of-art, unsecured localization algorithm. This lends credence to partial homomorphism as a viable method for privatizing
observer data when performing high accuracy localization.

between the aggregator and all the observers, leading to an increase
in bits communicated of two orders of magnitude. This is described
in detail in Figure 8 (c).

8.4

Finally, we study the performance of the resilient polyhedra based
localization against malicious observers which launch a false data
injection attacks. As expected from Section 7, and due to the combinatorial aspect, the execution time of the resilient scheme increases
m
by a combinatorial factor of m−k
where k = m−3
2 . The localization accuracy matches the ones shown in Experiment 2 since the
resilience scheme is nothing more than multiple invocations of the
localization protocols in Experiment 2.

9

8.3

mean

standard deviation

0.2341
0.2381
1.1309

0.18738
0.18634
0.80183

CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have presented PrOLoc, a set of protocols and
algorithms designed to perform accurate localization in a manner
that preserves the privacy of the observers whose measurements
are used to derive the location estimate, while a subset of the same
observers can be maliciously injecting false data. We have built
PrOLoc around the Pallier addititive homomorphic cryptosystem,
redesigning traditional localization algorithms to benefit from the
privacy guarantees of partial homomorphism. We provided results indicating that PrOLoc can yield location estimates that are
comparable to state-of-art unsecured methods while operating in
real time—more than 33,000× faster than a comparable fully homomorphic implementation and more than 500× faster than Garbled
Circuits—while resulting in low communication cost at the observer
side. In future, we plan to enhance the privacy guarantees for a
more general setting where the aggregator node and the query
node are allowed to collude.

Table 1: Localization error comparison (m).
Unsecured Localization
Poly-AP
Poly-LSQ

Experiment 4: Resilience Against Data
Injection Attacks

Experiment 3: Communication Overhead

The localization methods described in this paper (including the
unsecured least squares method) require some amount of communication between all parties involved—observers, aggregator, and the
querying party. As discussed in Section 2.4, communication cost at
the observer side is of great importance from a practical point of
view. Every observer S in both the Poly-LSQ and Poly-AP protocols
as well as the FHE implementation sends only one message to the
Aggregator A, with the difference that Poly-LSQ and Poly-AP send
the information of all facets (80 in this experiment) while FHE sends
only the information about the tuple (x i , yi , di ). This eliminates
the necessity of the observers to be online for longer times. On
the other hand, GC requires multiple rounds of communication
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